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To all whom it may concern:

single doubled piece, or united into one piece,
Beit known that I, JAMEs T. STERRETT, of and, by means of their slot on and set-screw 0,
Carlisle, in the county of Cumberland and are jointly and coincidently adjustable, so that
State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain their indenting or marking parts p q shall al
new and useful Improvements in Tuck Mark ways be in true relation to each other under
ers or Creasers for Sewing-Machines; and I all
adjustments, neither shifting away from or
do hereby declare that the following is a full, beyond the other when moved to a new po
clear, and exact description thereof, which will sition.
spring - arm R (which, in a man
enable others skilled in the art to which it ner well The
known, actuates the creaser when the
appertains to make and use the same, refer needle-arm of the machine makes its descent)
ence being had to the accompanying draw is not allowed any adjustment in the direction
ings, and to letters of reference marked there of its length, but, on the contrary, is at one
on, which form a part of this specification.
end permanently secured, as shown, to the
My improvements have for their object the plate
A. This is very important, inasmuch
rendering of tuck-markers more efficient and as the distance from the fulcrum or point of
reliable than as heretofore constructed, and attachment to the point where the power of the
also the better adapting them for readily indi needle-bar is applied to operate it remains al
cating and accurately determining the precise Ways the same, and, consequently, the same uni
width of tuck desired, and the precise width form amount of resistance is always offered
of space desired between the tucks.
the descending needle, whereas in creasers
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective to
where
spring - lever is attached to the
of a tuck - marker embodying my improve movablethis
creaser
plate or bar, or to any shift
ments. Fig. 2 shows the marking devices de ing piece, its leverage
shortens materially when
tached from their supporting-plate. . Fig. 3 is moved toward the needle to make a wide tuck,
a top view, the spring-lever being broken away; and too much power of the needle-bar is de
and Fig. 4 illustrates a chart adapted to be manded, tending to make the work of the ma
used in connection with my improvements. chine
irregular, to check the easy descent of
A is the foundation or bed plate, and to which the needle to its lowest point, and to strain
the other parts are applied, as hereinafter other parts of the driving mechanism; and as
stated; and it is provided with a series of holes, the needle should descend uniformly to the
b 0 de, so positioned that by means of a set. same point, it is evident that when the full
screw it may be secured to the cloth-plate of crum or coil of the spring-arm is brought near
the principal varieties of sewing-machines in to the path of the needle, the tendency is,
the market, and held in proper position rela when the needle descends, not only to cause
tively to the needle, so that a given point, ac,
markers to pinch the fabric too closely, but
predetermined as the zero-point of the scales, the
also to unduly strain or break the spring.
shall always be opposite the needle hole or It will be observed that the piece IJ, the
throat of the sewing-machine. This zero point upper
or lever part of which passes through
at I make plainly visible to the operator, ei an opening in the straight edge or guides of
ther by the zero - mark, or by a defined mark the gage or guide H, is so applied as to be ca
or line, or by a projection or point. From this pable
of all the requisite adjustments of its po
Zero-point are marked off two graduated scales, sition, entirely independent of and without
(designated at f and g,) one being at one side any need of disturbing either the bed-plate A
and the other at the opposite side of such zero the spring bar or arm R, or the gage H, and
or cominon starting-point-the scale f for the that the proper relations of these last-named
cloth-guide H, and the scale g for the marker parts relatively to the needle and to each other
or creaser devicesIJ, one of the arms of which may remain fixed until a change may be re
acts as a cloth-smoother. The cloth-guide H quired.
is adjustable on the plate by means of its slot The chart (see Fig. 3) is used in connection
k and thumb or set screw l, and the marking with my improvement as follows: The tuck

and creaser devices are either formed of a ling attachment being properly applied to the

or guess-work adjustments, requiring sub
sewing-machine, with the zero-point (common rate
Sequent corrections.
to both the scales above named) opposite the

needle-hole, and it being required to adjust

The creaser-scale may, in some cases, if de

tucks, reference is first made to the chart, which
indicates, by the quadrangles t, the length of
tucks, and by the blank space at between such
quadrangles the length of space between such
two adjacent tucks. Choice is then made from
this chart (which may include within its range
all the varieties likely to be wanted in prac
tice) of the size of tuck needed, and the creaser
is then set to the figure on its scale correspond
ing to the figure designated therefor on the
chart. The gage is then set to the figure on
its scale, but to the opposite side of its zero
point, corresponding to the figure designated
therefor on the chart, and in the same man
ner for any other size of tuck or untucked
space on the fabric. For instance, if size 11
be chosen, set the creaser of the tucker at the
figure 12, and set the gage at figure 5. This
mode permits exact and positive relative ad
justments, as well as the specific adjustments,
and saves much time, while avoiding inaccu

I claim

the gage and the creaser for a given width of sired,
be placed directly on the creaser-arm,
tuck, and a given space between two adjacent instead of on the bed-plate A.
1. In combination with the bed-plate of a
tuck-marker, provided with a scale or scales
having measurements in both directions from
a common Zero-point, plates B I, each sepa
rately adjustable on the bed-plate, as and for
the purposes set forth.
2. The combination, with the bed-plate A,
having the spring-arm R attached thereto, of
the spring-plate IJ, carrying the marking de
vices, and the gage H, the plate IJ and gage
H being independently adjustable on said
bed-plate, whereby the width of the tuck and
the space between the tucks may be regulated
without changing the position of the bed
plate or of the arm R, as and for the purposes .
set forth.
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